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Filling Power Vacuums in the New Global Legal Order

Friday, October 12, 2012 | 9:00 a.m. – 5:15 p.m. | East Wing room 200

Globalization is a complex social process with many descriptions, definitions, critics, proponents, causes and implications. This symposium will focus on the consequences of one salient feature of globalization, nearly universally acknowledged—the devolution of power from the state. The symposium will examine a question that so far has received little attention in the scholarly legal literature: After power has been decentralized from a state-centric monopoly, where does it flow, and what forms does it take?

Keynote Address: Anne-Marie Slaughter
Bert G. Kerstetter ’66 University Professor of Politics and International Affairs at Princeton University
East Wing room 120
1:00 p.m.

Panel Discussions
Globalization, Deregulation, Power and Agency
Legal Practice and the Legal Profession in the Global World
Combat Strategies and the Law of War in the Age of Terrorism

For more information, please visit us online: www.bc.edu/newgloballegalorder

With support from the Clough Center for the Study of Constitutional Democracy